Abstract. Surface-atmosphere exchange fluxes of CO 2 , estimated by an interannual atmospheric transport inversion from atmospheric mixing ratio measurements, are affected by several sources of errors, one of which is experimental errors. Quantitative information about such measurement errors can be obtained from regular co-located measurements done by different laboratories or using different experimental techniques. The present quantitative assessment is based on intercomparison information from the CMDL and CSIRO atmospheric measurement programs. We show that the effects of systematic measurement errors on inversion results are very small compared to other errors in the flux estimation (as well as compared to signal variability). As a practical consequence, this assessment justifies the merging of data sets from different laboratories or different experimental techniques (flask and in-situ), if systematic differences (and their changes) are comparable to those considered here. This work also highlights the importance of regular intercomparison programs.
Introduction
Regular mixing ratio measurements of an atmospheric trace gas contain information about spatial and temporal variations in its sources and sinks. A way to infer these flux variations is the atmospheric transport inversion technique. This assessment focuses on CO 2 , which has been measured by several institutions at over 100 sites worldwide (e.g., Conway et al., 1994; Francey et al., 2003 ; see also GLOBALVIEW-CO2, 2004) . Based on these data, several global interannual inversion studies have been conducted (e.g., Rayner et al., 1999; Bousquet et al., 2000; Rödenbeck et al., 2003; Peylin et al., 2005; Baker et al., 2006) . Flux estimates obtained by the Correspondence to: C. Rödenbeck (christian.roedenbeck@bgc-jena.mpg.de) inversion technique, however, are affected by errors of three types:
1. Transport model errors. The transport model -one of the most important elements of the calculation -does not simulate the correct atmospheric tracer concentration fields, even if the correct flux fields would be supplied. This is due to errors in the parameterizations (especially vertical mixing) and meteorological input data, but also due to the relatively coarse model grids (coarse compared to the spatial structures in circulation and source processes, and especially coarse compared to the point measurements of mixing ratios).
2. Methodology and assumptions. Due to the current spatial density of observation sites, fluxes in several parts of the world cannot be well constrained by the available atmospheric information alone. In order to make the inverse problem mathematically well-posed, a-priori information about the fluxes is supplied, either in the form of a-priori estimates or of assumed uncertainty patterns and correlation structure ("flux model"), or both. Present understanding of surface processes is compatible with a large range of such choices, which results in a large range of flux estimates. Also, any choice of (further) mathematical regularization methods can lead to different results.
3. Experimental errors. Even with present-day highprecision methodology and equipment, the mixing ratio data themselves are subject to experimental errors during sampling, storage, extraction, and analysis (Masarie et al., 2001b) . While random errors tend to average out when looking at longer time scales (such as interannual variability), systematic errors will not. Offsets could also occur between measurements by different laboratories (Masarie et al., 2001a) .
In addition to the flux estimates, the Bayesian inversion framework yields uncertainty intervals. They are calculated by error propagation from the assumed magnitudes of the above-mentioned errors. However, many of these uncertainties are very poorly known. Moreover, error propagation assumes random errors, while systematic errors are potentially even more important. A more complete picture of the errors can be obtained from "sensitivity testing": Transport model errors ("type 1") are (partially) assessed by comparison of results obtained with different transport models (e.g., Gurney et al., 2002; Baker et al., 2006; Rivier et al., 2006 1 ), while errors related to methodology and assumptions ("type 2") are (again partially) revealed by the differences between different inversion setups or different studies (e.g., Bousquet et al., 2000; Rödenbeck et al., 2003) . Even though sensitivity testing can only yield a lower limit to all the potential errors, it turns out that these errors can be large, at least with respect to certain modes of variability (e.g., long-term spatial flux patterns, compare Bousquet et al., 2000; Rödenbeck et al., 2003) . So far, measurement errors have generally only been treated as random and uncorrelated. This study attempts a quantitative assessment of systematic errors of "type 3": What is the effect of systematic experimental errors, compared to the other errors, on a global interannual CO 2 inversion? In particular, what flux errors arise from systematic differences between measurements by different experimental methods or different laboratories?
Method
The present assessment of errors of "type 3" is done, as in the case of the other errors, in the form of a sensitivity comparison. The inversion methodology, including the particular set-up used here, is described in Rödenbeck (2005) . It is similar to the one used in Rödenbeck et al. (2003) . An important difference is the use of data with higher time resolution. Rather than monthly mean data and fluxes, data are used as individual values (flask pair mean, or hourly mean, respectively, for flask and in-situ measurements), and fluxes are estimated nominally on a daily time step. More information on the inversion set-up is found in the Appendix.
The sensitivity comparison uses different records of atmospheric CO 2 mixing ratios observed at the same site. The differences between such records are taken as representative of the experimental errors. Two alternatives are considered:
-At some observation sites, CO 2 mixing ratios are measured by different techniques, such as by air sampling in 1 Rivier, L., Bousquet, P., Brandt, J., Ciais, P., Geels, C., Gloor, M., Heimann, M., Karstens, U., Peylin, P., and Rödenbeck, C.: Comparing Atmospheric Transport Models for Regional Inversions over Europe. Part 2: Estimation of the regional sources and sinks of CO 2 using both regional and global atmospheric models, in preparation, 2006. glass flasks analyzed in a central laboratory, and by continuous in-situ measurements (Tans et al., 1990; Steele et al., 2004) . These co-located records represent essentially independent measurements, except that both use reference gases that are traceable to the same primary standards. Therefore, any difference between a flask pair mean and the coincidental hourly mean from the continuous analyzer may be considered as representing all experimental errors relevant for the inversion calculation.
-There are also sites where CO 2 mixing ratios are observed by different institutions. At some of these sites, air samples are intentionally collected by two institutions close to simultaneously, independently from each other using their respective sampling procedures, and analyzed by their respective laboratories (Masarie et al., 2001a) . As before, differences between such simultaneous values can be expected to give an indication of the full range of potential experimental errors. In addition, they may specifically quantify potential offsets between the measurement networks of different institutions as a whole.
From these measured differences, several scenarios of concentration differences at all sites used in the flux estimation are derived, as detailed below. The inversion algorithm is then used to calculate the flux differences that result in response to these measurement differences. Exploiting the fact that the flux estimates depend linearly on the data, the amplitude of the flux differences quantifies the implied flux error. These errors are then set into perspective by comparison with the other types of error of the inversion method. Steele et al., 2004) ; however, as CO 2 differences are slightly smaller than observed between flask and continuous measurements, it is not considered any further here.
In assessment A1, a record of mixing ratio differences (coincidental hourly mean minus flask pair mean) is formed for each of the 5 sites. These records are then low-pass filtered on a time scale of one year. The resulting smooth curves are considered as a representation of the systematic part of experimental errors (Tans et al., 1990) . The left panel of Fig. 1 shows, as an example, the differences for SMO, both as individual values and filtered, while the right panel gives the systematic parts at all observatories. These smooth curves are now sub-sampled at the times of the original flask measurements. An inversion is conducted that uses these difference records at BRW, CGA, MLO, SMO, and SPO, and zero difference (i.e., a zero value at each respective original sampling time) for all other sites. Clearly, this test will only give meaningful flux differences within the regions of influence of BRW, CGA, MLO, SMO, and SPO.
The chosen way to filter out the systematic error is clearly not unique. Therefore, in a variant of this assessment (A2), two full inversion calculations are done, one based on flask data exclusively, and one with the continuous records substituting for the flask records at BRW, CGA, MLO, SMO, and SPO. Then the resulting flux estimates are subtracted from each other. These flux differences not only reflect any systematic differences between the measurements, but also the different sampling times: the sampled air parcels and their origins are not identical. (Note that the trivial influence of different sampling densities in time is intentionally minimized by the applied data density weighting explained in the Appendix.)
Assessment B: inter-laboratory differences
Coincidental air sampling as mentioned above is done regularly by NOAA/CMDL and CSIRO at several sites (Masarie et al., 2001a) . Here, measured differences at Cape Grim (CGA-CGO) are used. Similar to assessment A, a record of differences is formed (CSIRO flask pair mean minus NOAA/CMDL flask pair mean, for those occasions where both of them exist, are used in the standard inversion, and are taken within maximally 1 h from each other). This difference record is then filtered (again one year time scale) to get the "systematic part", shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 . (In the framework of the intercomparison program, one flask of each pair sampled by NOAA/CMDL is also first analyzed in the CSIRO laboratory, to obtain additional information on the respective role of sampling and analysis in the origin of differences (Masarie et al., 2001a) . Here, the difference between both flask pair means is taken, because this seems to comprise the relevant difference as seen by the inversion calculation) 3 .
The aim of assessment B is to obtain quantitatively the flux differences in response to potential systematic offsets between the two networks, in an inversion calculation using the combined CMDL and CSIRO data sets. This requires concentration differences to be supplied at all these sites. Therefore, the "systematic part" of the CGA-CGO differences is taken as a proxy for the systematic differences between the CMDL and CSIRO sampling networks as a whole. The degree to which this is justified can be checked by the right panel of Fig. 2 which compares the systematic parts at Alert (ALC-ALT), Cape Grim (CGA-CGO), Mauna Loa (MLU-MLO), and South Pole (SPU-SPO): All four curves exhibit a general downward trend (especially during 1995 and 1997), but also several site-specific features. It should be noted that part of the systematic difference is understood. Both laboratories' data are referenced against a common scale maintained by CMDL in its role as the WMO Central CO 2 Calibration Laboratory (CCL) 4 . Recent re-evaluation of past calibration assignments by the CCL indicates that part (≈0.1 ppm) of the change in the CSIRO-CMDL difference observed in Fig. 2 is due to a combination of a small drift towards higher concentrations in CSIRO's primary standards and the need for adjustment of CCL assignments made during the early part of the measurement period considered here.
In the test inversion, records for all CMDL and CSIRO sites are created by sub-sampling the smooth CGA-CGO differences curve at the respective site's sampling instants. Two cases are then considered: In assessment B1a, the smooth CGA-CGO concentration difference is applied to all CSIRO sites, while at CMDL sites zero values are used. Conversely, in B1c the difference is put to all CMDL sites, and zero to CSIRO sites. In both cases, at the sites Alert (ALT), Cape Grim (CGA), Mauna Loa (MLO), and South Pole (SPO) (where records from both laboratories exist) half the smooth CGA-CGO difference is used, envisaging that the offset could be reduced by averaging there. It should be noted that this usage of the intercomparison difference is not meant to refer to any "data correction". Rather, assessments B1a/c just quantify the magnitude and structure of the effect on estimated fluxes. This aim is also reflected in the choice of a twin assessment which is symmetric with respect to the two laboratories (including using the difference with equal sign in both cases).
However, spurious flux differences not only arise from systematic offsets between groups of sites (i.e., implied systematic concentration differences in space). As soon as such a (time-varying) offset exists, it has an effect even if only one network is used (i.e., also without any spatial gradients), because any coherent time variations at all sites falsely imply changes in total atmospheric carbon content and thus lead to spurious fluxes. In order to separate the temporal and the spatial effect of the offset, assessment B2 is performed. There, the smooth CGA-CGO concentration difference is applied to all sites of both laboratories. The results of this assessment will also reflect regional flux differences due to the fact that concentrations at different sites are sampled at different times.
Comparison assessment C: model errors
To put the results of the previous assessments into perspective, assessment C indicates the order of magnitude (lower limit) of model errors. Flux differences are calculated for two spatial resolutions of the transport model: Standard resolution (≈4 • latitude×5 • longitude×19 vertical levels) or enhanced resolution (≈1.8 • latitude×1.8 • longitude×28 vertical levels). Specifically, a flux field comprising all major CO 2 components is supplied (fossil fuel emissions from Olivier et al., 2001 , terrestrial NEE from a Biome-BGC model simulation - Churkina and Trusilova, 2002 , daily values -and ocean-atmosphere exchange from Takahashi et al., 2002 and Gloor et al., 2003) ; the exact choice is not crucial here. These fluxes are transported by the tracer model on the two resolutions, and the simulated concentrations are sampled at the same locations and times as in assessments A and B (flask sites). The concentration differences between both simulations (standard minus enhanced resolution) are then directly fed into the inversion calculation. Figure 3 gives two examples of these concentration differences, where Cape Grim (CGA) represents a typical order of magnitude, while Hegyhatsal (HUN) exhibits the largest differences of all considered sites. Clearly, these differences can only yield a lower limit to model errors, as the numerical parameterizations and meteorological data are identical between the two model runs. The total model error, due to all the reasons mentioned in the Introduction, is expected to be much larger (see, e.g., systematic differences up to several ppm between model simulations by different transport models at continental sites in Europe presented in Geels et al., 2006 5 ).
Results and discussion
The flux differences that arise from the concentration differences defined in the described assessments A and B, are shown in Fig. 4 . They are integrated over different regions, deseasonalized, and filtered for interannual variations. The absolute difference in the global flux does not exceed 0.3 PgC/yr for any of these cases related to measurement errors. Maximum absolute differences at the spatial scale of the TransCom-3 regions are mostly about 0.1 PgC/yr. In all regions, these flux differences are very small compared to the systematic errors of "type 2" found by sensitivity testing (e.g. Rödenbeck, 2005 , for the set-up used here) or by comparison with other inversion studies. As shown in Fig. 5 , in most regions the differences are smaller or much smaller than the considered resolution part of the model error (assessment C as lower limit to errors of "type 1"). They are also very small compared to the inferred magnitude of interannual variability, i.e., the signal itself. Taking the temporal standard deviation of the individual time series in Fig. 5 as a rough measure of the amplitude of their interannual variations, Fig. 6 (solid bars) summarizes this ranking.
Looking into the individual assessments shown in Fig. 4 , measurement differences between experimental methods (Fig. 1, assessment A) and between institutions (Fig. 2 , assessment B) are similar, and lead to flux differences of the same order of magnitude in most regions. This suggests that all these data records are qualitatively equivalent with respect to their use in inversion calculations. Globally averaged flux differences in Fig. 4 are smaller for assessment A than B because for A errors are applied only to the 5 sites with observed continuous-flask differences.
Further, flux differences under assessments B1a/c (concentration offset applied to either the CMDL or the CSIRO network) are not dramatically larger than those under B2 (same offset applied everywhere). To the extent that offsets between measurement networks are on the same order as systematic measurement errors, this means that errors from the merging of data from different sources do not significantly exceed errors present anyway as soon as systematic concentration differences exist, even within the same network. The larger differences for assessment B1c compared to B1a only reflect the larger number of sites in the NOAA/CMDL network.
Finally, assessment A2 (direct flux difference which also reflects the different measurement schedules) leads to larger and more variable differences than A1 (inverting smoothed concentration differences only). This reveals that, even for the interannual variations in coarse regions considered here, the flux differences caused by experimental errors are exceeded by the influence of the measurement schedule (i.e., by differences in which particular air parcels have been sampled). If fluxes are considered at finer temporal and spatial resolution, the effect of higher sampling density is expected to become larger.
It must be noted that these results are specific in a number of ways. First, they are specific to the inversion set-up chosen here. Depending especially on the particular choices of uncertainties and uncertainty patterns (which imply different susceptibilities of regional fluxes with respect to the concentration signals at the individual sites), the same concentration differences might lead to other flux differences in other inversion configurations. However, changes in these OCEAN TOTAL 1996 1997 1998 1999 susceptibilities affect concentration signals and errors in similar ways. Therefore, the finding that the calculated flux differences are small compared to other errors, as well as to the signals of interest, is expected to also be true in other inversions. To illustrated this, Fig. 6 compares the standard results with those from an inversion set-up where all a-priori σ -intervals of the fluxes have been decreased by a factor of √ 8 (i.e., µ=8 in the notation of Rödenbeck, 2005) . This exemplary set-up change represents a relatively large manipulation. The resulting stronger damping is seen to reduce the interannual variability in both the flux signal and the various error components, while indeed essentially preserving their mutual ranking. In fact, the relative decrease in amplitude is mostly even stronger for the errors than for the signal, probably because the specified a-priori time correlations become more efficient in damping high-frequency error components (cases A2 and C). This can be taken as a hint that the more rigid set-up, even though its ability to fit the data deteriorates, may have a better balance between information loss and error damping than the standard set-up 6 . 6 We note in passing that in some regions the model errors are almost of comparable order than the flux signal (Figs. 5 and 6 ), in broad agreement with the significance tests by Baker et al. (2006) . In the more strongly damped set-up, the situation is improved. Second, the flux differences depend on the time and space scales chosen for investigation. Here we selected those scales that were used for interpretation e.g. in Rödenbeck et al. (2003) . The impact increases for smaller scales, but, again, the other types of errors behave in a similar way. However, if very different aspects (e.g., seasonal cycle amplitudes) are considered, a specific assessment might be necessary.
Finally, the presented results refer to the specific data sets and measurement networks used here. However, other intercomparisons of measurements by independent institutions have revealed differences of the same order as those used here (e.g., comparison at Alert (ALT) between MSC (Meteorological Service of Canada) and CMDL, Fig. 4 of Masarie et al., 2001b) , which would therefore correspond to similar flux differences. If sites from a third network were included, in the worst case, differences of the same sign would be additive. However, the flux differences would tend to be largest near the network sites, so the additive effect would probably be reduced because of limited overlap.
Still, all data considered here originate from highprecision measurements by well-established laboratories. Calibration gases of both laboratories are traceable to the same primary standards. Regular intercomparison activities help the participating groups to detect and avoid possible problems in their procedures (Masarie et al., 2001b) . It is therefore interesting to ask: Would our conclusion change qualitatively with data obtained under less favorable conditions? Relevant examples of such data are CO 2 measurements at eddy flux towers (which are not usually calibrated against primary standards), satellite CO 2 retrievals, data from newly established equipment, or from measurement programs that use different scales and primary standards. Let us pose the question in the opposite way: For a given target precision in the fluxes, what is the requirement for the mixing ratio measurements? In the presented assessments, systematic differences on the order of 0.2 ppm on yearly time scales lead to regional flux differences on the order of 0.1 PgC/yr. If, for example, errors of 0.5 PgC/yr for annual fluxes in TransCom-3 regions would still be considered acceptable, then data with up to 1 ppm differences could still be used. It should be stressed, however, that the flux difference does not directly respond to the mixing ratio difference itself, but to its rate of change 7 . Therefore, this conclusion would be significantly modified if measurement differences change more rapidly than in the examples considered here.
7 This is illustrated, e.g., by assessment B2: The ≈0.3 PgC/yr peak in the global flux in 1998 (Fig. 4) directly corresponds to the ≈0.18 ppm/yr change in the applied worldwide mixing ratio difference (Fig. 2) at the same time. This relation is expected because, with the atmospheric mass of 5.1 · 10 21 g and molar masses of 12 g/mol for C in CO 2 and 28.9 g/mol for air, 1 ppm difference corresponds to around 2.1 PgC.
The measurement uncertainties that have been chosen in the inversion set-up are broadly consistent with the presented assessments, in that measurement errors are smaller than model errors. The 0.3 ppm assumed measurement uncertainty (see Appendix) is in line with the standard deviations of the random parts of the mixing ratio differences ( 
Conclusions
Quantitative information about systematic experimental errors in atmospheric CO 2 mixing ratio data was used to calculate corresponding systematic errors in the fluxes estimated by an interannual atmospheric inversion. In all scenarios tested here, the resulting flux errors were found to be small compared to other errors in the estimation (as well as compared to signal variability). These assessments, therefore, suggest that systematic measurement errors are not an important error source in present-day inversions, even though all presented error estimates can only indicate lower limits to the full errors. As a practical consequence, the calculation did not indicate any obstacle in merging data sets from different laboratories where differences in CO 2 measurements are comparable to those between CSIRO and CMDL considered here. The same applies to merging flask and in-situ data.
CMDL and CSIRO have cooperated closely over many years to achieve high levels of accuracy and precision in their independent measurement programs. The remaining relatively small and elusive errors arising from gas handling and other unknown mechanisms may be common to both programs and to both flask and in-situ measurements, explaining their similar differences. Continuation of regular co-located measurements and open exchange of data should lead to further reduction of the observed differences.
Even though experimental errors have been rated to have only a small effect on today's inversion calculations, we are convinced that the effort in performing regular highprecision atmospheric trace gas measurements is well spent. Ongoing development in atmospheric transport models (as well as the exponentially increasing performance of supercomputers which will allow finer resolution models) will lead to reduction of model errors, such that the accuracy in present-day measurements potentially can be better exploited in future inverse calculations. Such future studies will certainly need also today's data in order to be able to detect important climatic signals on decadal time scales.
Appendix: Summary of the inversion set-up
The present calculations are based on atmospheric CO 2 measurements by NOAA/CMDL and CSIRO at the sites listed in Table A1 . The inversion technique determines those fluxes that lead to the smallest mismatch between their modelled concentration response and the actually measured concentrations.
Full details about the inversion set-up are given in Rödenbeck (2005) . Two items however are relevant to the present assessment:
The observation/model concentration mismatches for the individual sampling locations/times enter the calculation in a weighted fashion. On the one hand, these weights are set inversely proportional to the quadratic sum of the assumed magnitudes of errors in the measurements and the transport model. For the purposes of this weighting, measurement uncertainties are assumed as 0.3 ppm (based on maximally allowed flask pair difference of 0.5 ppm -Conway et al., 1994 -and intercomparison differences of 0.2 ppm - Masarie et al., 2001a) , while model uncertainties are set between 1 ppm for remote sites and 3 ppm for continental sites (reflecting different trust in the transport model performance at these locations). On the other hand, in order that continuous and weekly flask sampling sites have approximately the same impact, the weights for the individual values are proportionally reduced if there is more than one value per week at a given site (Rödenbeck, 2005) . These choices correspond to standard deviations for yearly concentrations between ≈0.15 ppm for remote sites and ≈0.45 ppm for continental sites.
Data pretreatment involves selection according to the "hard flags" and recommendations of the data providers. Individual flask values are averaged into pair means if sampled within 1 h of each other. Some automatic selection (avoiding night-time values at continentally influenced sites, as well as high-variability or upslope situations) is meant to avoid measurements that are valid but very likely unrepresentative for larger source areas or particularly misrepresented in the transport model. In addition, some manual selection was done (partially subjective, but the number of manually flagged values is very small). 
